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Foot as the Foundation 

Mindfulness: 

Sit on the floor or chair and cross ankle over the knee so that you can 

access to bottom of your foot.  Working from the Big Toe back to the 

Heel, massage the bottom of your foot.  Be aware of tender spots along 

the way.  Use the “reflexology” reference picture to relate tender areas 

of the foot to other areas of the body. 

 

The foot is our primary contact point to the earth.  So this is where 

“groundedness” starts.  Getting in touch with your feet can help you 

bring awareness to and create a sense of “groundedness” or stability.  

Groundedness is consistent with our 1st Chakra. 

 

The foot and ankle are also closely related to the 2nd chakra as nerves 

that supply this area originate in the same region (lumbosacral plexus; L4-

S2).  The foot and ankle is where movement of the body is first created.  

Movement or mobility is consistent with the 2nd Chakra. 

 

Proper foot function relies on this balance between stability and mobility.  

When your foot makes contact with the earth you need flexibility and 

responsiveness in the foot so that the rest of your body can adapt to the 

surface.  As you move your body forward, you need a rigid foot for 

efficient propulsion.  I think this parallels life, in that we need to be 

flexible and responsive to adapt to our ever-changing situation.  Then we need to stand firm in our “self”, set 

boundaries and move forward. 

 

When the foot, ankle and lower leg are functioning properly, you have efficiency of movement which allows your 

energy to be directed appropriately.  Dysfunction of the lower leg can drain your energy and lead to imbalances of 

the 3rd Chakra which can lead to dysfunction in gastrointestinal system, energy/fatigue, and self-confidence. 

 

Understanding: 

Assessment of Big Toe Motion:  In sitting, with right foot crossed over left knee, use the right hand to pull back on 

the Big Toe, i.e. extend it.  The angle made by the toe and the long bone (metatarsal), should be about 90 

degrees.  If it is a little less than that, it is OK as normal mechanics for walking requires 70 degrees.  Still holding 

your big toe in this position, now feel the Plantar Fascia along the arch of your foot.  Notice how the tissue is a 

little stiffer than it was before.  This increased stiffness in the arch, helps to create a firm foot for effective push-

off during walking.  The stiffness is dependent on adequate motion in the big toe.  This Push-Off propels you 

forward, i.e. Big Toe Power! 

 



 

Assessment of the Arch:  When the arch of the foot is lifted, it is rigid.  When the arch of the foot is flat, it is 

flexible.  Both of these motions are necessary and are controlled by muscles in the foot (intrinsic) and by muscles 

of the lower leg (extrinsic).  

Perform the following motions in 3 different positions (sitting, standing on both legs, standing on one leg): 

 Lift the toes 

 Spread the toes, i.e. pull the big toes toward one another; pull the little toes away from each other 

 Lift the Arch/Shorten inside edge of foot 

 Lift the Heels 

 

  

Seated heel raise Mountain Pose – explore pushing 
into different areas of the foot 

Tree 

 
 

 

Side Angle – Push into Big Toe side of 
the ball of your foot 

Wide Leg Forward Bend Plus 
Rotation with lifted arches 

Modified Downward Dog:  heels 
supported to create 

groundedness 

 

Compassion:   

Relaxation Pose with Feet up the Wall.  Now that you have a better understanding of how the toes and feet work, 
realize the load that they take every day: with the first step out of bed, to the many steps you take all day long.  
Maybe you stand at work, maybe your run.  Now think back to the tender spots on your toes and maybe along the 
arch of your foot and have compassion for the work your feet do.  When your toes hurt or your feet ache, give 
them some attention and love as we have done today.  With that you will begin to recognize the Healing potential 
that lives within you. 

Namaste, Stephanie 


